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Introduction

The innerThe inner--ring suburbs / ring suburbs / pericentralpericentral spaces of spaces of 
large cities have changed dramatically in recent large cities have changed dramatically in recent 
times times –– even if their definitions varieseven if their definitions varies

In the Paris and NY region, after a period of In the Paris and NY region, after a period of 
decline, decline, pericentralpericentral spaces are regaining spaces are regaining 
population and employmentpopulation and employment

In the context of globalization, they have become In the context of globalization, they have become 
places of interest for private investment  places of interest for private investment  

This transformation takes different forms within This transformation takes different forms within 
pericentralpericentral spaces due to various local contexts spaces due to various local contexts 
and local policiesand local policies



Paris’ and New York’s pericentral spaces



A phase of decline in Paris’ and NY’s first 
suburbs

The first suburban ring was shaped by industrialization The first suburban ring was shaped by industrialization 

It became a territory characterized by industrial activity and It became a territory characterized by industrial activity and 
working class population: the working class population: the ““red beltred belt”” of Paris / of Paris / ““outer outer 
boroughsboroughs”” of NY of NY 

The postThe post--fordist restructuring led to the decline of industry: fordist restructuring led to the decline of industry: 

-- between 1975 and 1991, employment in manufacturing fell between 1975 and 1991, employment in manufacturing fell 
from 28% to 18% of Parisfrom 28% to 18% of Paris’’ regionregion’’s total employments total employment

-- in New York City, it fell from 40% in 1953 to 17% in 1984in New York City, it fell from 40% in 1953 to 17% in 1984

The majority of territories in the The majority of territories in the pericentralpericentral areas lost areas lost 
population during this periodpopulation during this period



Impacts of Globalization on two Global
Urban Regions:

Rise of a more Rise of a more polycentricpolycentric organisation organisation 
� Loss of jobs and inhabitants in central areas

But Manhattan and Paris refocused on strategic activities and But Manhattan and Paris refocused on strategic activities and 
gathered all the attributes of the Global city.gathered all the attributes of the Global city.
� Revival of the central areas, in a “multipolar-monocentric”
pattern (Halbert, 2007)

Social Social dualizationdualization ((SassenSassen 2001):2001):
-- In New York In New York itit wentwent alongalong withwith gentrificationgentrification and ghettoand ghettoïïsation sation 

((CastellsCastells & & MollenkopfMollenkopf 1992, 1992, ReichlReichl 2007) 2007) 
-- No real social No real social «« dualizationdualization »» in Parisin Paris’’ urbanurban area, but area, but the the 

increase of the social segregation has mainly affected the increase of the social segregation has mainly affected the first first 
ring of suburbs (ring of suburbs (PrPrééteceilleteceille 2006)2006)

���� What kind of evolution for pericentral spaces ?



Typology



The “pro-globalization” choice: economic integration, 
gentrification process

�� Former Former workingworking class class suburbssuburbs : : experiencedexperienced a a strongstrong
deindustrializationdeindustrialization

�� Good transport connection, proximity of the Good transport connection, proximity of the CBDsCBDs

�� VoluntaristVoluntarist path to welcome highpath to welcome high--tech enterprises and tech enterprises and 
advanced servicesadvanced services

�� Leaders in office building and population growth since Leaders in office building and population growth since 
the 1980the 1980’’s and 1990s and 1990’’s s 

�� Increasing segregation, gentrification,Increasing segregation, gentrification,

high median incomehigh median income



economic integration, gentrification process

Microsoft European HQ, 2010

Neo-Haussmannian buildings, 2009 Luxury condos, 2010

The skyline (Goldman Sachs tower), 2006

Issy-les-Moulineaux Jersey City



The “pro-residential” towns: economically 
asleep, social “entre-soi”

�� Choice to stay residential areas, no specific economic Choice to stay residential areas, no specific economic 
specializationspecialization

�� Demographic evolution not necessarily very dynamicDemographic evolution not necessarily very dynamic

�� Further from the CBD and transportation networksFurther from the CBD and transportation networks

�� Low inequalities, sign of a social Low inequalities, sign of a social ““entreentre--soisoi””

�� Social Social diversitydiversity of of thisthis type in New Yorktype in New York



The “transition” towns: between rapid economic 
integration and residential specialization 

�� Used to be quite industrial, but usually not with large Used to be quite industrial, but usually not with large 
heavy industries. heavy industries. 

�� Going through a change of specialization. Going through a change of specialization. 

�� Their population is mixed but a Their population is mixed but a 

gentrification process begins gentrification process begins 

in some areasin some areas



Williamsburg, Brooklyn, 2010

Spaces in 
transition

Pantin, Seine-Saint-Denis, 2010



The “Scissor integration towns”: on going economic 
integration, social marginalization 
(former “Red belt” towns in Paris)

�� After a deep economic crisis, they are becoming attractive After a deep economic crisis, they are becoming attractive 
(proximity to Paris, public investments, good transportation (proximity to Paris, public investments, good transportation 
infrastructures) infrastructures) 

�� More and more integrated to the economic centerMore and more integrated to the economic center

�� Inhabitants remain mainly low skilled workersInhabitants remain mainly low skilled workers

�� Large share of social housing, of immigrants, very low Large share of social housing, of immigrants, very low 
income, high inequalitiesincome, high inequalities

�� Juxtaposition of economic success Juxtaposition of economic success 

and social problems: socioand social problems: socio--spatialspatial

fragmentationfragmentation



Socio-spatial fragmentation in Saint-Denis

La PlaineLa Plaine--SaintSaint--DenisDenis

A « Cité »



The restructuring of pericentral spaces

The expansion of the center has benefited most of the The expansion of the center has benefited most of the 
bordering spaces in both urban regions.bordering spaces in both urban regions.

Accentuation of territorial imbalances Accentuation of territorial imbalances 

Dual movement : Dual movement : ““recyclingrecycling”” of the bestof the best--located sites located sites 
and deand de--valuing of less attractive spaces (Haumont and valuing of less attractive spaces (Haumont and 
LLéévy, 1996)vy, 1996)

Gentrification and social exclusion coexist in the same Gentrification and social exclusion coexist in the same 
territoriesterritories

These processes question the role of local policiesThese processes question the role of local policies



Conclusion

Once shrinking cities, Once shrinking cities, pericentralpericentral spaces now play a spaces now play a 
unique role in the evolution of Global Citiesunique role in the evolution of Global Cities

As parts of a Global city region, they represent a potential As parts of a Global city region, they represent a potential 
for economic redevelopment for economic redevelopment 

At the same time their social evolution is uneven with a At the same time their social evolution is uneven with a 
risk of growing sociorisk of growing socio--spatial fragmentation at a regional spatial fragmentation at a regional 
and local scaleand local scale

Local contexts and local policies play important rolesLocal contexts and local policies play important roles

In a context of growing competition between In a context of growing competition between 
muncipalities, what can be the role of new forms of muncipalities, what can be the role of new forms of 
governance ?governance ?
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